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Imaging complex structures with semirecursive
Kirchhoff migration

Dimitri Bevc∗

ABSTRACT

I present a semirecursive Kirchhoff migration algo-
rithm that is capable of obtaining accurate images of
complex structures by combining wave-equation datum-
ing and Kirchhoff migration. The method is successful
because breaking up the complex velocity structure into
small depth regions allows traveltimes to be calculated
in regions where the computation is well-behaved and
where the computation corresponds to energetic arrivals.
The traveltimes computed in such a region are used first
for imaging and second for downward continuation of
the entire survey (shots and receivers) to the boundary
of the next region. This process results in images com-
parable to those obtained by shot-profile migration, but
at reduced computational cost. Because traveltimes are
computed for small depth domains, the adverse effects
of caustics, headwaves, and multiple arrivals do not de-
velop. In principle, this method requires only the same
number of traveltime calculations as a standard migra-
tion. Tests on the Marmousi data set produce excellent
results.

INTRODUCTION

Kirchhoff migration is generally accepted to be a very ef-
ficient method of imaging 2-D and 3-D prestack seismic data.
However, many researchers have discovered that Kirchhoff al-
gorithms using first-arrival traveltimes do a poor job of imaging
complex structures (Audebert et al., 1997; Gray and May, 1993;
Geoltrain and Brac, 1993). Even traveltime methods that cal-
culate multiple arrivals and most energetic arrivals along with
estimates of amplitude and phase do not always result in sat-
isfactory images. It is generally accepted that migration algo-
rithms that use recursive wavefield continuation to backwards
propagate the received wavefield produce the best images.
Unfortunately, these methods often require regular spatial
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sampling and are computationally intensive. That is why nonre-
cursive methods based on the Kirchhoff integral are attractive,
especially for 3-D prestack imaging objectives. Kirchhoff al-
gorithms can accommodate irregular sampling easily, and they
can be applied in a target-oriented fashion. Using first-arrival
traveltimes is popular because they are computed efficiently,
and they have the attractive property of filling the entire com-
putational grid.

In their 1993 Geophysics article, Geoltrain and Brac ask the
question “Can we image complex structures with first-arrival
traveltime?” They conclude that they encounter imaging diffi-
culties with Kirchhoff migration using first-arrival traveltimes,
and propose to either ray trace to find the most energetic
arrivals, or to calculate dynamically correct multiple-arrival
Green’s functions. Nichols (1994) calculates band-limited
Green’s functions to estimate the most energetic arrivals.
He not only estimates traveltime, but also amplitude and
phase. Both these traveltime calculation methods are complex
computationally and much more costly than first-arrival
traveltime computation methods. My approach is simpler—by
breaking up the complicated velocity structure, I am able to
calculate traveltimes in subsets of the velocity model where
finite differencing the eikonal equation is valid. This results
in images comparable to those obtained by Nichols’s method
and by shot-profile migration at a reduced computational
cost. My approach also has the advantage of being able to use
any simple first-arrival traveltime algorithm, thus benefiting
from the computational efficiency, robustness, and simplicity
of such methods.

The hybrid datuming/migration algorithm produces accurate
images of complex structures by downward continuing the data
and imaging from a lower datum. The method alternates steps
of datuming and imaging. Because traveltimes are computed
for each step, the adverse effects of caustics, head waves, and
multiple arrivals do not develop. In principle, this method re-
quires only the same number of traveltime calculations as a
standard Kirchhoff migration. For this discussion, I define a
standard Kirchhoff migration as one in which the traveltimes
are calculated from the surface.
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Using the Marmousi synthetic data set (Bourgeois et
al., 1991), I compare the result of the datuming/migration
to images obtained with shot-profile migration, and with
Kirchhoff migration using traveltimes from maximum ampli-
tude paraxial ray tracing and a band-limited Green’s function
method.

FIRST-ARRIVAL TRAVELTIMES IN COMPLEX
VELOCITY MODELS

The Marmousi synthetic data set (Bourgeois et al., 1990) was
first released as a blind test for velocity estimation, but when
the velocity model was revealed it was discovered that many
migration algorithms produced poor results, so it has become
a popular test bed for migration algorithms. It is a complicated
acoustic 2-D data set based on the geology of the Cuanza basin
in Angola. The velocity model is shown in Figure 1. The struc-
tural style is dominated by growth faults that arise from salt
creep and cause the complicated velocity structure in the upper
part of the model. The main imaging objective is the reservoir
in the anticlinal structure below the salt.

The synthetic data set consists of 240 shots with 96 gathers
each. The representative shot gathers in Figure 2 display com-
plicated nonhyperbolic moveout, clearly indicating that this is
a depth imaging problem. Zero-phase source deconvolution
was applied to the data used in this study as part of the prepro-
cessing (Barut et al., 1991).

Finite-difference solutions to the eikonal equation are at-
tractive for generating traveltime tables for Kirchhoff migra-
tion because their implementations are generally fast and ef-
ficient. The traveltimes are piecewise smooth and they fill the
computational grid. Throughout this study, I use an upwind

FIG. 1. The Marmousi velocity model.

finite-difference solution to the eikonal equation to generate
traveltimes (van Trier and Symes, 1991; Popovici, 1991).

In a large-scale depth model, there can be considerable rel-
ative changes in velocity. Changes in velocity distort the shape
of the wave propagation front and create opportunities for fre-
quency components to separate, and head waves to develop,
and for triplications to occur. When high-velocity zones are
present, the first arrivals may be nonenergetic head waves. As
energy propagates in complicated large-scale models, raypaths
tend to cross eventually causing phase shifts and triplications.
First-arrival traveltimes follow the fastest branch of the triplica-
tion bow-tie, which is also the low-energy branch. As I demon-
strate in a subsequent section, by dividing the depth model into
small depth regions, I am able to compute traveltime tables that
match the acoustic wavefield propagation front and accurately
parameterize the asymptotic Green’s functions required for
Kirchhoff imaging.

Comparison of acoustic wavefields and first-arrival traveltimes

The Marmousi velocity model (Figure 1) generates complex
propagation paths in which late energetic arrivals are not fit
well by first-arrival finite-difference traveltimes. In Figures 3
through 5, a modeling program (Karrenbach, 1995) is used to
generate snapshots of the acoustic wavefield from two surface
locations in the Marmousi model. The corresponding contours
of first-arrival traveltime have been overlaid. These contours
are from the first-arrival traveltime tables used for Kirchhoff
datuming and migration.

At the early-time snapshots displayed in Figure 3, the first-
arrival contours nicely overlay the energetic portions of the
wavefield. This is because there has not been enough time
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FIG. 2. Some representative shot gathers from the Marmousi synthetic data set.

FIG. 3. Acoustic wavefield modeling overlaid by contours of first-arrival traveltime. Top snapshots are at 0.4 s; bottom two are at
0.55 s for surface source locations at 5425 m and 6887.5 m in the Marmousi model.
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for adverse propagation effects to develop fully. Since the
first-arrival traveltime matches the high-energy portions of the
wavefield, using these traveltimes for Kirchhoff migration will
result in good imaging at these early times.

By contrast, snapshots for the same source locations at later
times of 0.9 s and 1.05 s (Figure 4) show that the first-arrival
traveltimes do not always correspond to energetic portions of
the wavefield. If these traveltimes were used for migration, the
resulting image would suffer because parts of the summation
trajectories would not correspond to energetic arrivals. This
last sequence of two figures demonstrates that as the wave-
field evolves, complex propagation effects begin to manifest
themselves, and the first-arrival traveltimes no longer match
the most energetic wavefront.

Figure 5 is generated by starting the acoustic modeling and
the first-arrival traveltime calculation from a depth of 1500 m.
The 0.2 s and 0.3 s contours correspond nicely to the high-
energy portions of the wavefields. There is some deviation
in the shallow part of the lower left 0.3 s panel, but for the
most part the first-arrival traveltime contour fits the bulk of the
acoustic energy very well. The pulling away of the first-arrival
traveltime contour represents a head wave propagating along
the thin high-velocity layer that starts under the fault at lateral
position of about 5500 m and depth of 1500 m in Figure 1.

Overall, the contours in Figures 3 and 5 have not pulled away
from the energetic wavefront as they have in Figure 4. This

FIG. 4. Acoustic wavefield modeling overlaid by contours of first-arrival traveltime. Top snapshots are at 0.9 s; bottom two are at
1.05 s for surface source locations at 5425 m and 6887.5 m in the Marmousi model.

shows that if traveltime calculation is limited to early times,
the first-arrival traveltimes accurately parameterize the most
energetic portions of the acoustic wavefield.

Imaging with first-arrival traveltimes

Figure 6 is the result of standard Kirchhoff migration of the
Marmousi synthetic using first-arrival traveltimes calculated
with a finite-difference eikonal equation solver. The faults and
beds in the upper portion are well imaged; however, the anti-
clinal structure below 2300 m and the target zone at a lateral
position of about 6500 m and depth of 2500 m are not well
imaged.

The migration result corresponds exactly to the observations
made in comparing the acoustic wavefield modeling to con-
tours of first-arrival traveltime. The upper 1500 m to 2000 m of
the migration that is well imaged corresponds to the wavefields
and contours of Figure 3. In this part of the model, the first-
arrival traveltimes accurately parameterize the high-energy
portion of the wavefield. The left and right sides of the fig-
ure are imaged nicely because the velocity model is relatively
simple in these areas. The central portion of the image, at the
target zone, corresponds to the wavefields and traveltime con-
tours of Figure 4. The propagation here is complicated by the
overlying faults that contain fast and slow velocity regions, and
by high-velocity salt that partially overlays the target.
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The properties of first-arrival traveltimes described in the
preceding section and the observation that Kirchhoff migration
using first-arrival traveltimes produces an acceptable image
of the upper part of the Marmousi synthetic motivated the
development of the semirecursive method described next.

SEMIRECURSIVE KIRCHHOFF MIGRATION

The premise of the semirecursive method is that data can be
resynthesized at any subsurface datum by downward contin-
uation with a Kirchhoff datuming algorithm (Berryhill, 1979;
Berryhill, 1984; Bevc, 1995). The depth step of the datuming is
limited so that the first-arrival traveltimes are calculated in such
a way that they accurately parameterize the most energetic por-
tions of the wavefield. In this way, the downward-continued
data are accurately synthesized at a datum that is closer to the
imaging target. Traveltimes can then be calculated from the
new datum, and the data can either be downward continued
again or migrated from the new datum.

Since all the traveltimes in this process are calculated over
a smaller portion of the velocity model, the final outcome is a
more accurate image.

Datuming/migration as a semirecursive method

The datuming/migration method can be thought of as a hy-
brid algorithm that incorporates some of the advantages of

FIG. 5. Acoustic wavefield modeling overlaid by contours of first-arrival traveltime. Snapshots are taken at the same two lateral
locations as in Figures 3 and 4, but with sources at a depth of 1500 m. Top two panels are at a time of 0.2 s and the bottom two are
at a time of 0.3 s.

recursive migration with the efficiency of Kirchhoff migra-
tion. I call it semirecursive because the datuming depth step is
much greater than the depth step used in phase-shift or finite-
difference shot-profile migration. Because the data are resyn-
thesized at one or more depth levels in the subsurface, the
method has the added advantage of implicitly handling multi-
ple arrivals. In each datuming and imaging step the traveltime
tables are single valued, but because the data are repropagated
at every step, the semirecursive method captures the same en-
ergy that is accounted for by using multivalued traveltime ta-
bles.

This is illustrated in Figures 7 through 9 by comparing re-
cursive migration to standard Kirchhoff migration, and to the
semirecursive method. In a recursive method such as shot-
profile migration, shots and geophones are alternately down-
ward continued through each depth level. Figure 7 illustrates
this for one line of shots or geophones. It is evident that there
are many propagation paths from the surface to the image
point; therefore multiple arrivals are handled. The computa-
tion is performed for all frequencies.

By contrast, first-arrival Kirchhoff migration is performed
by summing data over trajectories defined by the propagation
paths illustrated in Figure 8. There is only one path linking each
surface position to the image point; therefore multiple arrivals
are not handled. Although crossing paths are not illustrated
here, they can occur.
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The semirecursive method is illustrated in Figure 9. It
is a combination of Kirchhoff wave-equation datuming and
Kirchhoff migration. The computation proceeds as follows:

1) Calculate traveltimes from the surface. Use these travel-
times to:

(a) Migrate from surface to some depth level z1 or
lower.

(b) Downward continue to depth level z1.

2) Calculate traveltimes from depth level z1. Use these trav-
eltimes to:

(a) Migrate from depth level z1.
(b) Downward continue from depth level z1 to z2.

3) etc...

The depth step of Kirchhoff downward continuation is much
larger than the 1z used in shot-profile migration. Since there
are multiple paths from the surface to the image point, multiple
arrivals are handled. Because the paths are shorter than in
Figure 8, first-arrival traveltimes are more likely to correspond
to energetic arrivals.

Marmousi example

The result of applying the semirecursive algorithm to the
Marmousi synthetic data set is displayed in Figure 10. It is gen-
erated by downward continuing the data to a depth of 1500 m
in one datuming step. The downward-continued data are then

FIG. 6. Standard Kirchhoff migration using first-arrival traveltimes.

migrated and combined with the previous image of the upper
2000 m. This overlap is used to preserve image quality because
the portion of the image directly below the 1500 m datum suf-
fers from the effects of limited offset and near-field Kirchhoff
distortion. The overlap simply avoids the near-surface distor-
tion suffered by most Kirchhoff migration algorithms.

Figure 10 is a clear improvement over the standard migration
displayed in Figure 6. The anticlinal structure below the salt and
the target are now imaged clearly.

An even greater imaging improvement is attained by making
the datuming step shorter since this ensures that the first-arrival
traveltimes are a better approximation to the most energetic
arrivals. Continuing the data to 1500 m in three steps of 500 m
each results in an even better focused image of the anticline
and the target (Figure 11). In both Figure 10 and 11, events that
unconformably define the top of the anticline, the anticline
events themselves, and the target events are imaged clearly.
The lateral continuity and event coherency in the target zone
are improved substantially in Figure 11.

In Figure 12, I compare the images in the vicinity of the target
zone to the velocity model and a synthetic reflectivity model
that represents the desired image. The synthetic reflectivity
(Figure 12b) is obtained by combining the velocity and density
models and convolving with a wavelet. This type of resolution
cannot be expected from migration, but ideally, the migration
results should provide a comparable structural image.

Both of the layer-stripping images in Figures 12c and 12d
compare favorably with the desired reflectivity. The image
obtained by downward continuing the data in three steps of
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FIG. 7. A few representative propagation paths from the sur-
face to an image point for shot profile migration. There are
many paths from each surface location to the depth point.

FIG. 8. Propagation paths from the surface to an image point
for Kirchhoff migration. There is only one path from each sur-
face location to the depth point.

FIG. 9. Propagation paths from the surface to a depth point
for semirecursive Kirchhoff migration. Paths traverse shorter
distances so they are less likely to cross, and there are multiple
paths to each depth point.

500 m is superior since the events display better lateral conti-
nuity and the image is clearer. This is because the traveltimes
calculated for each of the 500 m steps are better behaved than
the traveltimes calculated for one step of 1500 m. The resolu-
tion is so good that the flat spot in the reservoir and the strongly
reflective cap stand out clearly. The phase of the events is a good
match to that of the synthetic reflectivity section.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MIGRATION RESULTS

In this section, I compare my semirecursive migration algo-
rithm to finite-difference shot-profile migration, and Kirchhoff
migration using both maximum amplitude traveltimes and
band-limited Green’s functions.

The shot-profile migration generated with Advance Geo-
physical Co.’s commercial algorithm is displayed in Figure 13.
It produces a good structural image by recursively downward-
continuing source and receiver wavefields for all frequencies
using explicit finite-difference extrapolators. The problem with
the method is that it is expensive and requires regular fine sam-
pling of the recording surface. This makes it impractical for 3-D
data and irregularly sampled land data.

Figure 14 is the result of Kirchhoff migration using maximum
energy traveltime and phase calculated with a paraxial ray-
tracing program. This results in a much better image than the
standard first-arrival traveltime migration of Figure 6, but it is
not as good as the semirecursive Kirchhoff migration. It shows
that there is an advantage to maximum amplitude ray tracing,
but that the complexity of the wavefield cannot be adequately
accounted for at late times. This method is generally expen-
sive relative to first-arrival traveltimes and requires extensive
smoothing of the slowness model to ensure stability of ray trac-
ing. [This paraxial ray tracing and migration result is courtesy
of Thorbjørn Rekdal and Dave Nichols (Nichols, 1994).]

Figure 15 is the result of using Nichols’s (1994) band-limited
Green’s function method to calculate traveltimes for Kirchhoff
migration. The image is much better than the standard first-
arrival traveltime migration of Figure 6, but once again, it is not
as good as the semirecursive Kirchhoff migration. It shows that
using traveltimes that are calculated in the seismic frequency
band has a distinct advantage and that the traveltimes track
the high-energy portions of the wavefield better, but they are
still not able to capture all the events that should be summed
coherently to form the best image. Nichols’s method is con-
siderably less expensive than shot-profile migration because
only eight frequency components are propagated to estimate
band-limited traveltimes; however, it is more expensive than
finite-difference first-arrival traveltime calculation.

The target zone images of the Kirchhoff migration results are
compared in Figure 16. The semirecursive migration produces
the best image. It is the best match to the idealized reflectivity,
and it has the best overall image quality in terms of lateral
continuity and structural definition.

DISCUSSION

The advantages of the semirecursive migration method go
beyond that of simply creating better images. There are signif-
icant implications for velocity estimation and computational
advantages.
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FIG. 10. Migrated image using traveltimes calculated from the surface, and traveltimes calculated from a depth of 1500 m. The
lower part of the image was obtained by migrating data which were redatumed to a depth of 1500 m in one step of downward
continuation.

FIG. 11. Migrated image using traveltimes calculated from the surface and traveltimes calculated from a depth of 1500 m. The lower
part of the image was obtained by migrating data that were redatumed to a depth of 1500 m in three steps of 500 m each.
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Velocity estimation

Velocity can be estimated in isolated parts of the model. By
resynthesizing the data at a lower datum, the complicating ef-
fects of overlying velocity structure are removed. For instance,
the imaging problem in the lower part of the section may be
simpler since compaction tends to result in velocities that are
generally better behaved at depth. This means that a simpler
imaging algorithm can be used at depth, once the complicated
overburden has been datumed through. Care should be taken
to make sure that the velocity of the overlying layers is deter-
mined accurately because any error in the datuming velocity
will affect the resynthesized gathers.

Even if the overlying velocity structure is moderately com-
plicated, it can be advantageous to strip it off, and perform
velocity estimation and imaging from a datum that is closer to
the target or the more complicated structure of interest.

Computational issues

The semirecursive migration algorithm has great potential
for efficiency in both two and three dimensions. Some of the

a) b)

c)
d)

FIG.12. Closeup comparison at the target zone of (a) the velocity, (b) the ideal reflectivity, (c) the image after downward continuation
to 1500 m in one step, and (d) the image after downward continuation to 1500 m in three steps of 500 m each.

issues that can make this approach very attractive are enumer-
ated here.

1) Traveltimes for 3-D imaging are usually calculated
in spherical coordinates. For a given cube of desired
traveltimes, this calculation requires a spherical volume
with a radius equal to the longest cube diagonal. There-
fore, if the velocity model is subdivided, the number of
traveltimes that need to be calculated is reduced dramat-
ically. The reduced volume also significantly reduces the
storage space required during the calculation.

2) After each depth step, the resynthesized data traces get
progressively shorter. This means that the computation
and the amount of storage per trace is reduced after each
depth step.

3) The cost of standard nonrecursive Kirchhoff migration is
affected by the fact that migration aperture increases with
depth. In the semirecursive method, after each datuming
depth step, both the migration and datuming aperture
can be reduced. This not only cuts down on the number
of calculations, but it can be used to limit the amount of
input data kept in memory for any given output location.
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FIG. 13. Finite-difference shot-profile migration.

FIG. 14. Kirchhoff migration with paraxial traveltimes. Compare to Figure 11.
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4) A key algorithmic difference between migration and
wave-equation datuming is that in datuming each input
trace is shifted statically rather than dynamically. This
means that the computation can be done quickly and
efficiently as a complex multiplication in the frequency
domain.

CONCLUSIONS

I obtain images comparable to shot-profile migration results
by combining wave-equation datuming and Kirchhoff migra-
tion into a semirecursive migration method. In this case, first-
arrival traveltimes produce satisfactory images because the
velocity model is subdivided and traveltimes are calculated un-
der conditions where finite differencing the eikonal equation
is valid and where traveltimes correspond to energetic arrivals.
By dividing the imaging problem in this way, the traveltimes
are better behaved and some multiple arrivals are accounted
for.

In the example presented here, I downward continued the
data to flat surfaces within the velocity model. This is not a
limitation imposed by the method, and there is no reason that
the data could not be downward continued to a datum which
corresponds to some arbitrarily shaped surface. For certain
complex velocity models, this could be an advantage because
carefully choosing a surface can eliminate some potentially ad-
verse propagation effects in the traveltime calculation.

The layer-stripping approach is not limited to datuming and
migration with finite-difference first-arrival traveltimes alone.
The traveltime or parametric Green’s function calculation can
be done by any method, such as energetic ray tracing or

FIG. 15. Kirchhoff migration with band-limited traveltimes. Compare to Figure 11.

band-limited traveltimes. In some simple situations, straight-
ray approximations can be used. The better the traveltime cal-
culation method, the better the final image. However, in most
cases, the advantage of the layer-stripping method is that com-
putationally intensive traveltime methods need not be used.
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